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ABSTRACT
The formulas commonly used to correct satellite tracking data for the effects of
atmospheric refraction are based, for the sake of mathematical convenier►r-	 oil
simple model atmospheric profiles that are not physically realistic.
	 A method
is given here for deriving correction formulas that do not suffer from t1lis limi-
tation, and can be used in precision orbit calculations.
	 The refractivity ol, the
atmosphere is assumed to have spherical symmetry, but may have any given
vertical profile.
	 The method was tested for numerical accuracy by application
to the simple exponential profile, and the corrections calculated agreed closely
at all elevation angles from 0 to 90 degrees with those obtained by double-
precision ray-tracing.
	 The error was in all cases less than 1%, and less than
1/3% above 1 degree elevation.
The method has been used to obtain improved correction formulas, and these
will be published in a separate report.
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1. INTRODUCTION
^I
1.1 Background
b
t
In the radio tracking of a satellite by a ground station, measurements are made
w:
of the satellite elevation, range, and range-rate. The elevation can be determined
by a measurement of the angle-of-arrival of a radio wave from the satellite.
The range is obtained from a measurement of the delay of signals propagated
between the ground station and the satellite, while the range-rate is obtained by
counting cycles of the Doppler-shifted received signals over a prescribed r ^riod
of time, or, alternatively, by noting the time interval required to count a pre-...,; M1
scribed number of cycles.
s
The passage of the radio waves through the atmosphere of the earth introduces
into these measurements errors that may require correction. Both tropospheric
i
and ionospheric effects are present. However, if the radio frequency used is
.x
sufficiently high, the ionospheric correction may either be neglected or super-
posed on the tropospheric correction ` 1 _.
1.2 Related Work
A formula for the bending of a radio ray in an exponential atmosphere as a func-
tion of the angle-of-arrival has been g1v(an by Thayer ` 2 . Freeman 3" has
t
4j
obtained, for an exponential atmosphere, a range-error correction as a function
of the elevation angle of the satellite. The correction is of the first order in the
surface refractivity. Reichley 141 has obtained both second order elevatici-
error and range-error correction formulas as functions of t' c elevatio.a angle.
His formulas can be applied to profiles other than exponential. Hopfield 151 , by
neglecting path curvature, has obtained range and range-rate corrections for
the two-quartic tropospheric refractivity profile. Rowlandson and Moldt 16 1
have derived closed-form corrections for an exponential atmosphere.
1.3 Satellite Tracking Data and Correction Formulas
The satellites tracked are ordinarly above the region, which extends from the
ground to about 70 km in altitude, where most of the radio-ray bending caused
by the nonionized atmosphere of the earth takes place.
In a typical pass of satellite over a ground station, the satellite might be under
observation for a number of minutes. During this period of time, angle-of-arrival
range and range-rate measurements are taken periodically at a rate, perhaps,
of one set of data per second 171. Consequently, a large volume of data is gener-
ated, which must be processed automatically by electronic computer.
To be usable in a practical sense, the equations employed to correct this data
for the effects of the atmosphere should require a minimum of computer time.
1 ,
2
It is not easy, lumever, to , Ierive rurre^ •flon ;-k7lLiations that, ( ►n the one hand,
accuratelyrepreset-it We ai 7n( -"''-'p11-t1-^ ' o dk	 ss	 d at'! ztttinend, oil the other hand,
are suitable	 use in tile pr ►cu.^silig of large quantities of data. The need to
obtain a niatlieniaticall	 a Nvas a con;Aderation in the choice ofy tractable 1't^rttwll
the fourth (quartic) power in t1le, two-quartic profile 15 t . The sanie niatheniati-
cal difficulty has also resulted in the existence and use of a multitude of ap-
- A of th se are in agreement at highproximate correction forniulas 8 	 -INtot-,
elevation angles, but disagree at low aligles, apparently, because of differing
approximations used. oven wheii, the same profile was initially assumed. For-
tunately this discrepancy is not too serious since most satellite tracking
measurements are taken at the higher elevation angles. Nevertheless, it is
possible to obtain, for any assumed profile, corrections that are both ac-
curate and yet suitable for use on tracking data. To do so it is necessary to
take advaiitage of the circumstance that the corrections ordinarily are exercised
repeatedly using varying values of elevation angle and range but with a fixed
atmospheric profile. Consequentky, initial or	 Calculations which
involve only the atmospheric conditions at the tame of the satellite pass and
which are independent of satellite position niay be lengthy without causing a
significant percentage increase in the total computer time pet , satellite pass.
For efficiency in calculation, therefore, the mathematical formulation of the
corrections should be such that quantities -functionally dependent on the
i
parameters of the atmospheric profile are separated from those dependent on
elevation and range.
Such a separation can be effected by expansions in rational functions of the sine
of the elevation angle and negative powers of the range. The coefficients in these
s
	 expansions will depend on the atmospheric profile alone, and can be calculated
in advance of the satellite pass.
2. GEOMETRY AND NOTATION
The geometry involved is shown in Figure 1. The earth is taken to be spherical
with a radius 'a' nominally equal to 6369.95 kilometers. The tracking station is
located at a distance ro from the center of the earth, and at a height ho above
sea level. The satellite is at a distance r l from the center of th3 earth, and at
a height h V The radio ray path between, the satellite and the station is shown as
a dotted line. The distance between the center of the earth and a given point on
the ray path is 'r'. The height of the point above sea level is 'h', and the eleva-
tion of the ray path at the point is 6 .
The angle-of-arrival is the angle eo above the local horizontal at the ground
station. The angle AE is the elevation error, or difference between the angle-
of-arrival and the true elevation angle E of the satellite with respect to the
ground station.
AF=6o -E	 (1)
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Figure 1. Satellite  ad Trucking Station  Oeomer
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and -7^ is the total bending of the radio path. The refractive index n is assumed
to depend only on the height h above the surface of the oarth. The radio re-
fractivity
N (h)	 106 ^jj (h) .eI 'll	 (Z)
i	 k
will be used in normalized form, and a normalized height above the tracking
f
	
	 station will be employed. Taking the refractive index and the refractivity at the
tracking station to be
na	 ri (}^^,`>	 (3)
No _ N ( h
R,)	 (4)
respectively, and taking the effective height of the troposphere above the track-
ing station to be
H	 (1 'Nod ) N (h") d h	 (5)
^Io
the normalized height above the tracking station
x = (h - ho) 'H	 (6)
is defined. In terms of this variable, the refractivity may be written as
N (h) = No f (x)	 (7)
6
tfi
gip..
where the normalized profile f(x), which will be abbreviated as f, is
f N (ho t H x)-`No	 (8)
which is equal to unity at x = 0
f (0) = 1	 (9)
and integrates to unity
fdx-1
	
(10)
u
from the tracking station upward. in the particular case of an exponential pro-
file, f is equal to exp (-x).
The radio range, or electrical distance along the ray path is designated as Rep
rl
Re w	 (n/sin 0) d r	 (11)
fo
the geometrical distance along the ray path is
rl
Rg	 (1 /sin 0) d r
	
(12)
rp
and the straight-line distance or slant range is R. The range error is then the
difference
7
R R - R	 (13)
The parameters
p=v'2Hr	 (14)
q 10-6 No
 r  'H = 2 x 10-6 No 'P2	 (15)
n=gcos26'o	 (16)
the normalized sine of the angle of arrival
	
a = (1 1p) sin 0	 (17)
the normalized sine of the elevation angle,
	
(1- `p) sin E	 (18)
and the normalized inverse range
P = p ro ./R	 (19)
will be used. Typical values are p = 0.05 and q = 0.25. The value of a range
from 0 on the horizon to about 20 for a wave arriving vertically downward.
3. INPUTS TO THE CORRECTION FORMULAS
The desired form of the correction formulas for the elevation error A E and the
range error A R depend on the intended use. In the first case to be considered,
8
{
4
i
i:
yr-
j
which applies, for example, to a tracking radar, it is assumed that measured
t
values of the angle-of-arrival 
c'o 
and the radio-range R
	 are available. Thee
i 't. quantities `'_ E and -13 should then be given as functions of the variables No and
Rt.
ij
In the second case, the situation is somewhat different. It is assumed that the
satellite ephemeris is known from previous tracking and orbit determination.
In this case the true slant range R and the true elevation angle E will be known
!	 ' quite accurately as functions of time, and one or both of the corrections AE and
R may be needed to provide accurate predictions of the angle-of-arrival and/or
ry
radio-range and/or range rate either for acquisition or for comparison with
1.
values to be measured. The latter comparisons are used to improve the satel-
lite ephemeris by an iterative process that minimizes some weighted function of
the differences observed. Here A E and A R need to be expressed as functions of
E and R.
4
t In both cases above, the percentage difference between R and R e is small. Re
is at worst about 200 meters larger than R, while R has been taken to be at least
70 km. Lunsequently the distinction between these quantities may be neglected
in their use as inputs to the error formulas. The distinction between E and Bo
however, must be retained at lower elevation angles.
^s 4
e^
9
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4. CORRECTIONS USING KNOWN ANGLE OF ARRIVAL
4.1 Formula for Elevation Error
A procedure for determining the elevation error has been given by Bean and
Thayer 19 ]. The bending - is first calculated by integration, and the angle ;_, is
next calculated from the geometry of Figure 1 using the known value of T. The
elevation error is then given by
E = r _	 (20)
Using the notation of Section 2, the usual expression for the bending is [23
fi = 10-6 Na cos ^ ?0 I (a) 'p	 (21)
where the bending integral is defined as
`22,I X
	
(22)
o Vx+a - Q(1- f)
in which it has been assumed that the satellite height h, is great enough to per-
mit the upper limit to be extended to infinity.
The equation giving a in terms of T is derived in Appe ?ix 1. Using (21) and
(1-4) in (20), the formula for the elevation error is
A E = 10-3 No (1 jp) cos a,) [I (a) - p L (a)]	 mrad	 (24)
with
i
is
1
I
I
4.2 A Digression on the Approximations Used
The quantities 1.0``' NO 300 x 10 `c and p z 0.0025 are neglected compared to
1. However the quantity q . 0.25 cannot be so neglecter,, even though it contains
the surface refractivity as a factor.
3
The quantity that appears in the radical in Equation (22) is not independent of
satellite position because of its dependence on .^10 . This would lead to complica-
tion of the formulas to be derived. Fortunately Q may be replaced by q with
negligible error, since the term neglected thereby is small compared to the	 y
w
square of
q 5in 2 0 (1	 f) 2 _ (1 p2) sin2
It will also be found that the same approximation can', and in some cages
should 2 , be made elsewhere in the formulas to be derived. 	
1
4.3 Expansions of the Bending Integral
In order to use the formula (24) for the elevation error a rapid method for cal-
culating the bending integral, Equation (22), is needed. Since a is as large as
a R^
20 at high elevation angles, it is natural to expand (22) asymptotically3 in powers
1. In "he asymptotic expansions that >foIIows, when 0 =q — q p 2 a2 is set equal to q, the term
neglected is small compared to the weceeding term in the series.
2. If the approximation is used in cr lculating I (a) then it should be used in calculating
polynomials involving I (cd (for example, in eq 25) in order to obtain the correct asymptotic i
expansion of the polynomial.
3. The expansion is asymptotic if q = 0 and f = exp (— x). The nature of the expansion was
not investigated for other cases, and the development proceeds on a formal basis.
a	 ,.
of 1/a. This can be accomplished either by a formal binomial expansion of the
radical in Equation (22) after the square of «j has been factored out, or, alter-
natively, by repeated integration by parts of the numerator of the integrand. hi
either case there results (see Appendix 2)
I (u) 
-(I "CI)  -- I 1 (1.:/a) 3 + 12 (1,/,A) 5 	. . .
where
I1 2 1 -
2q
 q)
and
I2^(3,/4)	 xfdx•-q 1-
	 f2dx(1'6)g2
^^	 U	 U
Use of the first term of (26) in (21) results in the familiar
	
T -,, 10" 3 Na cot 00	 m r a d
which holds at high elevation angles.
Equation (26) suffers from the usual property of an asymptotic expansion — it is
not useful at small values of the argument a. There is, it happens, a procedure
[101 for converting a divergent series such as Equation (26) into a continued frac-
tion expansion that converges, in this case, for all a > 0. The expansion diverges
at a = 0, however, and converges only slowly when a is near zero. Rather than
apply the procedure directly, therefore, the integral I( a) is expanded, with
small, as
II
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
{
r;
a..
12
where (Appendix 3)
(Y) 2	 r 'X ( 1 (1 )) ___ ,I
and
1, (0)	 2 f , (0)	 1	 f (0)'^
Noting that Equation (. 26) approximates 1(e ) when As large, and that Equation (30)
approximates 1( ) when - is small, the approximation of 	 over the entire
range of j is accomplished by means of a ratio of polynomials in- . The coef-
ficients of the polynomials are chosen in such a way that the expansion of the
ratio in inverse powers of -!- agrees with the leading terms of Equation (26) on
the one hand, and its expansion in ascending powers of _t agrees %". ritli the leading
terms of Equation (30) on the other hand. This method of approximation insures
accuracy if rt is either large or small. Accuracy with interiliediate values is
obtained by the inclusion of a sufficient number of ternis from each series ex-
pansion. The number of terms used her(-,
 — three from Equation (26) and two
from Equation (30) — is not necessarily optimum, but worked out well when the
method was applied to an exponential profile. It is evident that the method re-
quires a certain degree of smoothness in the profile if an accurate approxima-
tion is to be obtained with this number of terms.
13
i
i
4.4 Form of the Approximation
Consider a rational function of -, F( x; Fl , F2 , fo , fl
 ), which depends on four
parameters Fl , F2 , f, and f l , and which is expressed in the form of a continued
fraction
F (,-ct F, , F2 ; fo . f i ) =1
—1
cx+-2
cc 
+ f3
a+ If4	 ('. 13)
where the intermediate constants f It f2 , f 3, and f4 are calculated from the set of
parameters F,, F f.), and f, using in sequence
f i
	
Fl	 (34)
f2
 = (F2 /f 1 ) - f 1	 (35)
f3 = f s fo f l (1 + ^
f2
- (1 + f f )	 (36)
 (_ 4 = f J fl f3/
—f z	 37)
On clearing the denominator of Equation (33) of iractions, and expanding the re-
sulting fractional form by long division in descending powers of a i
S
14
u
tF('A; F 1 , Fz ; 1,1 . f l )	 C1-`E) - F1 (1	 F4	 5 -. constant
	 {38)
i`
If the long division is carried out using ascending powers of
r
	 F	 Fl, F2 : fo , f l ) - fo - f,	 ConstaIIt '2	 (39)
^t
Thus the function F( A; F1 , F2 , fn , f 1 ) is woil-suited to approximate 1( ),Equa-
tion (21), provided that the parameters F 1 , F21 f, and f l
 are chosen as 1 1
 , Lit
i o , and i 1 respectively, i.e., I(a) is approximately equal to F( .! ; I1, 12; iO , i t ).
Note that these latter parameters, Equations (27), (28) 9
 (31), and (32), depend
r
	 only on the refractivity through the parameter q and the profile f(x). Their
calculation is independent of satellite position, and numerical integration prior
to each satellite pass need not be ruled out. If f is a given model profile, more-
over, the Integrals can be evaluated analytically if the functional form of f(x)
permits, or, otherwise, may be evaluated numerically and curve or surface
it	 fitted empirically.
t
4.5 Formula for Range Error
The range error Equation (13) may be written as the sum of the difference be-
tween the electrical and geometric distances along the ray path and of the differ-
ence between the geometric distance along the ray path and the slant range
© R ; (Re - P.g ) + (Rg - R)	 (40)
i
15	
:_ .
The first term ii. E quation (40), the difference along the ray path, is, after
division by ra
(R'.. 
- 
RY) r ra	 l l 'ro )	 Y 10-r N (h ) , , ` s i n ,; y d r	 10- Nap J ()	 (41)
r
where
TC-0	 _	 f	 d 	 (42)
a ^"X * U2 - q (1 --f)
While the geometrical difference (R. _R) between the ray and straight-line paths
is smaller than the electrical difference ( Rr - R ^) along the ray path, it is not
a
F	 entirely negligible. In Appendix 4 an expression for this difference is derived.
Substituting Equations 4-8 and	 into 40 the expression for the ran q	 t	 )	 41()	 t )^	 ep	 g
error is
A R r 
	 10'6 No p lM ( a) - 2 p 0 L2 (C,)]	 (43)
where
M ( a) = J ( ,j) + q I O - 1 1K a) - 1 .1 1 2 ( re.) + 1 q 1 3 (cc)	 (44)
2	 2	 12
with
J)
K (x)
	
	 - 2 f P	 d x
	
(45)
f-a vx+a -q( 1 f)
The expansions of J(a) and K( a) for large and for small values of a have been
given in Appendices 2 and 3. Thus it is possible to calculate these inte;rals
4'.
in the same way as was done for I ( a) by using Equation (33) with suitable choices
for the parameters Fl , F a, fo , and f, and then to compute M(a) by substituting
a
3
16
(the calculated values of	 J( a) and K( . -,t) into Equation (44). It is more efficient
to calculate M(A) directly however. Thus, substituting Equations (26). (2-3), and
2-6)  into (44)
M	 MILO M I (I,YU)3 + M2 (1 /U)S	 (46)
where
M	 x f d x	
2	
f2 d
X)]	
(47)
2	
0
f OU
M 2	
X2 f d x - q	 +	 x f d x -	 f X f2 d x
6	
)
2	
0
(48)
OD
	
+ q2	 f f2 d x + f f 3 d x)]
2 2
	 6
Substituting Equations (30), (3-7) and (3-11) into (44)
	
M (a) m0
 
-M a+	 (49)
j3
	
m0 j  + qi o + (1/12) q2 0
	
q ko
	
(50)
	
q j2	 (51)I	 j i, +	 02	 2q i 1)
M(u) is now calculated using Equations (33-37); i.e., is given by fla; M M
1	 2
m0, md.
A formula for the range-rate correction can be derived (Appendix 5) and,
presumably, modelled as above, but this has not been done. In practice (with
17
18
the Goddard Range and Range hate System) the range-rate correction can be
obtained by dividing the difference between suckessive range corrections by the
corresponding time interval.
j
i 5. CORRECTIONS USING KNOWN ELEVATION ANGLE
The formulas for the corrections ' , E and ''R as functions of and I1 rather than
as functions of mare more difficult to obtain Reichly 1.41 in an excellent treat-
ment of the problem, has used a perturbation method to obtain the first two
terms of the expansion of these corrections in powers of the surface Y 3frac-
F tivity. This, in the notation and with the approximations used here, is equiva-
lent to an expansion in powers of the parameter q which may be as large as
0.64 at Na 450. Such an expansion is accurate at large values of the elevation
I	 ^'
angles as may be determined by an examination of the asymptotic expansions,
J
in which the higher powers of q appear only in the higher order terms. More
terms are needed, however, if formulas numerically accurate at small values of
r
the elevation angle are to be obtained by this method. Such formulas can be ob-
tained by expansion, not in powers of q, but in powers of , and 1/,- and by
the use of the method of the preceding paragraphs.
5.1 Elevation Correction
It is assumed that R is large enough to permit -^ E to be calculated from the
first two terms of its expa ision in powers of the normalized inverse range
Setting
1,E -^- 10-3 No (I '/P)	 t-^VG )] cos E	 m r ad	 (52)
where U and V are functions of ,')"that must be determined, noting that 
4
cos
	 ros F	 (53)
and that
	
a )3 + (I /p) A E c o s E -- ^"5 +	 .0 (13	 V)	 (54)
there results, equating Equations (24) and (52)
U -PV I	 +
1	 1qTJ	 q V)	 L,' +i q U - q V
	
(55)
2	 )
If I and L in, Equation (55) above are expanded in powers of and if coefficients
of like powers of p are equated
U	 +
2 U
q	 (56)
)
V(8)	 + 
2
q U)/ [I	 qI	 + 1 q U	 (57)
2 2
Equation (56) gives U implicitly as a function of 	 Taking
U W) (I l i3) - U (11M3 + U2 (58)
4. cos E cos (00	 A E) cos 00 (cos A E	 sin	 ir- sin OO /COs 190)
0
cos 00 [ 1 _ 10-6 No (I - pL) a]	 cos 00 since  > pL and a  < 1.
19
the parameters U l and U2 are determined by substituting Equation (58) into
Equation (56) with I in (56) given by Equation (26), expanding in powers of 1/ ,
and equating coefficients of like powers. The results are
{
rt C1^	 1	 2
q
2 (
(59)
U2
	 3)
	 x fdx+q+i
	
f2^	 x ( 1 T'61 g24	 3	 2
(60)
7
1:t
At small values of
To obtain u,) , ^ is set equal to zero in Equation (56) to obtain
uo	 I	 q u o (62)i
which can be solved iteratively. The parameters u, and u 2 are obtained by
differentiating Equation (56)
U'()_I'
	
+1qi.:	 1 - 1qI'	 +1q u^
2	 2	 2
(63)
s
s
whence
s
ul = - I'	 l q u^	 1 — i q I'	 - quo2	 2	 2
(64)
r
y.
Similarly, a second differentiation results in
iquo	 1 _1_ gI ,(l quo	 3
2
(65) 7
2	 A
to
i
20
jt
fi
^i • i
r4
Using U1, U21 uo, and u i , U(^) in Equation (52) is approximated by
F (: ; U1 . U2 ; x O f u i ).
To calculate V(3) Equation (51), Equation (63) is solved for I' ( + 1/2 q u o ) and
substituted into Equation (57):
V- 1 -U(.
 -4g112 C,")
	
1 +2qU' (.=a`^l	 (66)
J
Here U'(,8) may be calculated using U1 , U2 , u,,, and u i as shown in Appendix 6.
5.2 Range Correction
Substitution of Equation (54) into (43) and expansion in powers of ^: gives (using
Equation 5-1)
L`, R.r ro = 1 10- 6 No N ^(	 + 1 q [ n	 —Q . L2 ^^ 1 q 1	 (67)2	 2	 2	 2
which becomes
GP.^^i ro =210'6 No P W C d)+2Q	 1-- 1 0)-^qU2(^^ ^	 (68)
where, using the asymptotic expansion of U in M (? + 1/2 q U) as given by
Equation (46)
W (18) - (1 1.8 - W1 (1 /:,3)3 + W2 ( 1 /X?) 5 -	 (69)
x'
W1 =2
	
x f d x + 2 q
	
x, 
f 2 rix
	
(70)
i
u
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W 	 (3,./4)	 K2 f d x + (q '6) 1 + 3	 x f 2 ci x + 6 qa	 f3 d x	 (71)
u	 o 	 fo
and where, setting ' = 0
'E
r
fiaW (: ,^	
µr0 ._ W 1 ^n +	 (2)
1Wo	 2g110 +quo
 _2K 1quo 
_ quo	
(73)
	
W1 21 _ 1 q uol
	
(74)
4	 ^
6. EXAMPLE USING AN EXPONENTIAL PROFILE
If an exponential refractivity profile is assumed, the normalized profile f be-
comes
f (x)	 a-x	 (75)
The effective height H is equal to the reciprocal of the decay constant of the
profile and will be estimated from the refractivity at the station using the em-
pirical formula [10 1
1;'H = In	
No	 (76)
N
o 
— 7.32 
e0.005577 Np
6.1 Known Arrival-Angle
Most of the required integration, that in Equations (28), (47) and (48), may be
performed directly. Equation (3-5) or (31) and Equation (3-12) however, must
22
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x
be IrAndled numerically. The simplest procedure is to evaluate these integrals
numerically [12] at, perhaps, 20 different values of q spread over the expected
range 0 .1 < q < 0.7. The values obtained may then be approximated by a poly-
'	 nomial using, since it is simple to apply, a least squares fit. One finds, for
example, that a cubic polynomial in q approximates 1  to better than 1/4 percenti
over the range 0 to 0.7. As it happened, however, an exponential expression
gave a better approximation with fewer empirical constants:
k`	 io - ^' (1 - 0.9206 q)`o.4468 ± 0 .04%, 0 5 q < 0.7	 (77)
The integral ko was also closely approximated by a similar exponential
expression.
The equations for the corrections are collected in Appendix 7.`
t
6.2 Known Elevation Angle
i Here, also, the coefficients of the asymptotic expansions, Equations (60 j, (70),
and (71), may be integrated. Equation (62) was solved numerically nor u o at a
number of values of q by Wegstein's method [13], using repeated numerical
integration. The calculated values of u o were fitted by	 kk
uo
 = VT (1 + 1.4844 q)`0.39144 ± 0-02%0 <_ q _< 0.7	 (78)
The coefficients u1 and u s were also obtained numerically using the same cal-
	 I
culated values of uo in Equations (64) and (65) with I' and I" given by Equations
3	 ,
(3-3) and (3-4).
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iThe equations are collected in Appendix 8.
E
;i
	
k	 6.3 Numerical Examples and Comparisons
Let the refractivity at the tracking station be N o = 313. If the tracking station
	
,i	
is at sea level, ro = 6369.95 kilometers. Performing the pre-pass calculations
y
	 of Appendix 7, H = 6.951 km, p 0.04672, q = 0.2868, and the equation for the
elevation error is
	
E
	 E 0.313 cos 0 Ci - (6369.95 /R) L]	 mrad	 (79)
x
	
ij	 with	 y
}
f
1
i =
0.000938
sin 0 +	
0.002117	 (80)
sin 0 i-
0.006054
sin 00 +
sin 60 + 0.1163
and
3
L = 1 - i sin 00 + 0.0001565 i 2	 (81)
The equation for the range correction becomes
d R = 0.002176 (m - (913.5/R) L2 cos 2 60]	 km	 (82)
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a
0.0008 56 5
sin 0 +
0.002173
sin 00
 +0.1157
sin u .^
0.006082
sin X1' 0
 +
(83)
M 11
1
Using twelve values of 4o from 0 to 900 milliradians and two different values of
the range R (in kilometers) at each value of.: a (these ranges are for satellites
at heights with respect to the tracking station of 70 km and 475 km), the cor-
rections in Table 1 were calculated. The corrections calculated. using a double-
precision ray trace program [141 are also listed for comparison.6
The largest difference is 0.3 percent. If desired, a final empirical adjustment
of the coefficients can be made to reduce this error (Appendix 9). In Table 2
the corrections calculated from Appendix 8, using the values of elevation angle
and range listed, are compared with those obtained fi.-im the ray-trace program.
Since in this case the corrections do not hold for negative elevation angles, all
but the smallest of these have been omitted from the table. The maximum error
in Table 2, 0.9 percent, is larger than that found in Table 1, apparently because
only two terms were retained in Equation (52).
6. These values will be found to differ somewhat from those in the CRPL ray-trace tables [15]
which used single precision and slightly different values of ro.
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Similar checks were made at N k^  200 and N 450 for both kinds of correc-
tions with equivalent results.
The computer time required to perform the calculations is also shown in the
tables. The pre-pass calculations in `fable 1 took two sixtieths of a second
(IBM 360/95). The two sixtieths of a second used to commute the twenty
four pairs of corrections in 'fable 1 ^vpresents a rate of about 700 per sllcond.
Programs designed for operational use should show improvements over these
times.
7. SUMMARY
A method is givext for deriving atmospheric elevation-error and range-error
correction equations in a form suitable for use in the processing of satellite
tracking data. The method can be applied to any sufficiently-smooth spherically-
symmetric model of the atmospheric refractivity. 'The method was tested by
application to an exponential profile and comparison of the resulting corrections
with those given by a double-precision ray trace program. The results were
in agreement to better than one percent over the entire range of elevation
angle (0 - 90°) and better than 0.3 percent over most of the range.
An inspection of the coefficients in the correction equations shows that the cor-
rections at [ugh elevations do not depend on the final detail of the refractivity
r
i
S
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profYl o N'h), but rather on the value of the surface refractivity and, in apparent
orde . ►" i '^l^ivrtance, the height integrals Ndh, j hNdh, and N ldh, eta;. The
R	 derivs 0 t-^a N'(0) of the refractivity at the tracking station is also significant be-
cause A +.jighs heavily in the determinatit ;, of both coefficients of the small-
angle cxpansion of the bending integral.. Where improved accuracy is required,
emphr:410 shruld be placed on studies leading to better estimates for these sig-
nifican ^_riantities.
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A PP ENDIX 1
EXPRESSION FOR IN PERMS OF,
The equation for the angle ^ , follows from the geometry of Figure 2, and from
Snell's ,law for a spherically stratified medium. In Figure 2 rl , ro , and iZ are
r
	
all projected on a line perpendicular to the tangent to the ray path at the satel-
lite. It follows that
r i cos i`' 1 = r^ cos (-?o - r) 4- R sin g	 (1-1)
Snell's law for a spherically stratified medium is
n r cos 0 no ro co s @'o 	 (1-2)
At the high altitude of the satellite n is equal to unity, r = r i , and P -^ i . Com-
bining Equations (1-1) and (1-2) gives
	
sin '_ (ro /R) [no
 cos 00 - cos (Ho
 - r))	 (1-3)
Approximating sin e by ,, sin -r by -r, and cos r by 1 - 1/2 r2,
b ( ro /R)1 0-6
1^1
	
No + 
Z 
r2	 co s coo - 7- s in 0	 (1-4)
Ri
r® Sin (90
R Sing'--\
ro cos (8
i
l
1
E
x
a
NA:.A W.., NUS
M!'.,. Ulu K —A it r	 A14AL I SIN U- VISIUN
IIIIANI	 MSAU	 UA 11	 ly)f
Y}.	 M.rr.^,,.	 I,Y!Jl N!l
	 IhA
Figure 2. Projection of R, ro, and r,
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4
ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF 1 9
 J, AND K
Setting Q = q in Equation (22), factoring a out of the radical, and expanding
the latter by the binomial theorem
f
I (a)	 (1 gar)
	- f'1 --
	 lx - q	 f)l (1/a)2
U 	 f	 2
(2-1)
+(3/8) (x - q(1 - f)]2(1.f`a)4_ . . . d 
The terms in (2-2) that do not contain x as a factor may be integrated directly.
Those that do contain x can be integrated by parts on the factor containing V and
powers of f. The result of these integrations is given in Equations (26), (27), and
(28). (The same result can be obtained by repeatedly integrating the numerators
starting with Equation (22), using the definition
V- 1 ) _ _ i
x
f d x
and assuming that f ( - 1 ) vanishes with sufficient rapidity at large values of x).
The integral J(a) Equation (42) may be expanded in the same way with the result
l
	
J (a) ^^ (1/a) - J 1 (1/a) 3
 + JZ (1,''/a) s -	 (2-3)
r
34	 r:.
it
it	 xfcix-q 1-
	
f2clx^'
J2 =(3/4) 2	 x2 f dx - q	 x f dx_	 x f2dxJ fo
	
.10
U
+q 2 2-	 f2dx+2 	 f3dx
• n 	 o
(2-4)
(2-5)
Similarly Equation (45) yields
K ( a) - (1/«) - K 1 (1/a) 3 + K2 ( 1 /a) 5 	 (2-6)
r.
K1 =^	 f2dx-(1/6)q	 (2-7)
0
00	 ^
K 2 = (3/4)	
o	 n
x f2 d x - q	 f2 d x - (2/3)	 f3 d x + (1/12) q 2 (2-8)f
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^s
INTEGRALS FOR I, J AND K. AND
I `:1
EXPANSIONS FOR SMALL VALUES OF
Y_,
The integral Equation (22) can be integrated by parts. Multiplying the numer-
ator and denominator of the integrand by 1 qf' and integrating the radical by
j =
	
parts
a
f„I	 2 f (0) _	 _	 -	 -
O 1.^ q f,(p)^2	 vx + a 	 q (1	 f)	 dx	
(3 1)
fo	 (1 + q f')2
The first term may be absorbed into the integral
f„
I (a) - 2	 lv x +	 - q (1 -- f) -?
	
d x	 (3-2)
fo	
(1 + q f,)2
Differentiating Equation (3-2)
I' (a) -- 2
	
1_	 a	 f	 d x	 (3-3)
o	 vx + a2	 f) (1 + q f')2
Differentiating Equation (3-3)
a
I „	 x-q(1- f) 	 "( a) = 2	 d x	 (3-4)	 .
o Ix + a2 - q (t - f)] s ^ 2 	 (1	 q f')2	 a
ii'
!!"	 Equation (31) for I(0) is obtained by sitting a equal to zero in Equation (3-2).
r
The integral
4
Iq
i
Z^
-f	 (3-5)
3
t fo 'x - q C1 - f)
obtained directly from Equation (22) can also be used, but more care must then
be exercised since the integrand diverges at x = 0.
Equation (32) follows from Equation (3-3) by setting a- 0 and integrating. In
the same way, from Equation (42)
J( CO	 2	 [Vx + a2 qCl -f) -a] V + q ( f	 f f ) clx	 (3-6)
o	
(1 + q f!)2
J (a) _ j o _ j 1 a+	 (3-7)
w^
ej
i
i
r
with
jo= J(0)=-2	
CO
^x - q(1-f) fl+q(f'2-ff!!) dx	 (3-8)
fo	 (1 + q f 1)2
} j 1 =- 2/ A+ q f! (0)] = i 1 J- f (0)	 (3-9)
Similarly,
;z
-q(1--f)-a] f f!l+f/2 + g fl3 d x	 (3-10)
o	 (1 + qf!)2
37
and r3®tting
a
K (a) = k,) - k 1 (a + . . .	 (3-11)
L f f ff + f 1 +	 fpsko	 Vx (1 -^j	 q d x	 (3-12)
fo	 (i f q f')a
k 1 m - 4 f' (0) / L1 + q f' (0)] 	 2 i 1	 (3-13)
i
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APPENDIX 4
APPROXIMATION FOR THE GEOMETRICAL DIFFERENCE
Using Equation (1-2), R9 equation (12) may be written as
R	
ri (r i no ro2 Cos t f^1 0 n 1 1 11 3 ) - no2 r^ C o S2 ,-,o n' 1113 d r	 (	 )R 4-1
ro	 v r2 (no ro cos 2 too ) /112
The left-hand term in the integrand can be integrated. On setting n(r,
 i) = 1 and
making use of the geometrical relationship
r, sin t?i u R cos o + ro sin (too - •r)	 (4-2)
which follows from Figure 2, and using the exact integral for z [9]
 f	 n°Ci	 n'r - - ro cos Edo	 	 d r	 (4-3)
0 n2 %/ 0 - n2 r 2 cos 2 P :/n20 0	 0
there results
( RQ - R)/ro = -- (R/ ro ) (1 - cos b) - (1 - cos -r) sin t^o
On setting
Cos	 2	 (4-5)
2
s i 11 -1	 6	 (4-6)
CO S
2
	(4-7)
and making the usual approximations in the integrals, there results
P.	 R ro	10-6 NO P 0	 K I j J2 + q T31122
(4-8)
(r 0 P/2 R) I	 1	
1 12 )2]
is
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APP NDDC 5
RANGE RATE C'OI REC'rION
The range-rate correction is the difference between n(r l ) times the projection
of the satellite velocity on the ray path at the satellite and its projection on the
straigl°it line joining the satellite and the ground station.
It may be found by differentiating Equation (44) with respect to time. Using
primes to denote differentiation with respect to a , and the dot notation to denote
differentiation with respect to time, and making use of the relation (obtained by
performing the indicated differentiation and then integrating by parts)
P ( I") - 2 q K' 0) - 2 [ 1 - I (^)]	 (5-1)
one obtains
L1 R/
"o (Re _ R) 'ro 	 0 10-6 No cos - 0 L (a) 1 - 2 q I' (a) (5-2)
2 
q I ( 0 + a I ' ( a)_ ^ q 1 (a) I' (a)] + 2 ; 
2 R/ ro
r
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CALCULATION OF TJ'( ')
From Equations (59) and (0)
U	 3 U , (1	 5 U2
U	 [u1 - 2 u2
The calculation of U I
 is accomplished by means of the form
G	 I
92
+
i3 
2 + 94 "' + g3
where
GI
22	 91
93 _g 2/(F 1 9 0  - 1)
2
4 A 3 91  91 /9- 2
whence
G = (I / ,L) 2 - G, (1/,13) 4 -, G2
	
/,8)6 - cons
42
T)
43
and
u	 K^ - 9 1 " 	 c Ol^S tat] t ^r 3 i	 (6-9)
	Setting G, = 3U, , G 2 = 5U 1 , go	 u 1 , and g 1 = 2u, U' will be approximately
equal to minus G.
i^
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iA PPENDIX 7
CORRECTION EQUATIONS FOR AN EXPO'TENTIAL
PROFILE, ARRIVAL ANGLE KNOWN
N
H F I ,./.I n
	 o	 km
N - 7.32 eo .005577 No0
p	 `•
q 10-6 No ro !H
i0 = ^^( 1 - 0.9206 q)-0.4468
2/(1 - q)
I 1 -2 (1--1g)
i
I 2
 = 0.75 [1 - 0.75 q +(1/6)g2]
ko =2 7T ( 1 - 0.9408
mo t o (1+q+ 12 g21o) - 2 gko
m 1 =2 1+4gi0	 (1-q)
 (
M 1' _ I 1-3 q^
2	 4 ,
M2-0.751- 24 q +36gz
i = F (sin do , P 2 I1, p41 2 ; i o /p, it /p 2`
L=I_isin00 + 210-6 No i2
44
rR 0.001 N O COS ,;. (; - t'„ L,`R)	 ci
e,
m	 F (s i n	 p^ M i , p h9 ^; Al .gyp 	 Ill ^.^'p ?
3
'^ R 10- 6 N H 111 -	 10-(, N,) r 2 c h s 2 ^ L 2 ' R H 	 kill
1
The function i above is equal to I( ,:j.)/p, and the intermediate constant, Equations
(34-37), associated with i can be obtained from those of	 by multiplying the
E	 first three by p 2 and the last by p.
E
The programs used to perform the calculations were written in A PL language
[16 ), and are shown in Figure 3.
S
f'
t;
'I
r
j
.l
t
0a^
I
VPREPAa S CALCULATIONS 1[ 0 IV
V PREPASSCALCULATIONS1[17	 HH4-f*NNO+UNO-7.32x*0.005577xNNO
[2 1 
	
PSQVARED <-2 xHH fR0
[31 	 P4-PS Q UAR ED * 0. 5[4]
	
Q*-1E-6xNN0xf'u+,YH
151	 FO IO +-((01)*U.5)x(1-0.9206 x Q)*
_
 0.4468
C6]	 F 1*-I1*-2+1-Q[7]	 FF1*-1I14-0.5x1-0.5x0'
183	 FF2r-II2<-0.75xltQx-0.75+Q +6
1 91	 CA.r ^C ULAT EF
[10] I1f-PSQUA1tDxF1
[11] I24-FSQ7AREDxF2
[12] I34-PSQ0AREDxE3
C13 1] 144-PxF4
[141 liO 4- ((02)*0.5)x(1-0; 9408xQ)* _
 0.4759
[151 F0 4•R;0 f-(IO x 1 +Q x l+Q x I0x 0+12)-QxKO$2
[16j F14-h'14-2x(1+QxIOxIO+4)+1-Q[17]	 FF14-,'-R-!1-0.5x1-0.75xQ
[183	 FP2*-1,,11.,2-0.75xl+Qx( 25+24)+llxQ+36
[19 1 CALCULATEF
[20J  U l 4-PSQ JAR ED x F 1
[211  1^12f-PSQUAREDxF2
[22 1 L13*-PSQUAR1;DxF3
[23 1 
	
14 4.4-PxF4
V
VCORRECTIONS 1. 	 V
V CORKPCTIONS1
C1]	 SIN{-10 THETA 0x0.001
[21 	 COS4-2OTERTA 0 x 0.001
[31 	 If-1SIN+I1 +SIN+I2 . SIN+I3 +SIB^1+I4[4]	 LL4-1-I x0 I1-0.5x1r,'^6X^`'4'Ux1
L 5 J	 DL'A E-u.001xi',lPOxCO,5xI-I?OxLL+Rl?
[61 	 +SI N+_! 2 +SII,'+;_y 3 +SI N4,&4
[7]	 DR1i-1E-6xhNOxHHx1:-0.5x1E 6xN110xROxRO x COSxCOSxLL xr L+t?R x HH -
V
VCALCULATEA L;JV
V CALCr;LA.L i E_'
C 1 J	 F 1 ^-Z^'F 1
21	 2
C37
	
_, 3<-_'
	
(2, UxL'uxFlx1+F1=F2)-1+F1xF1
[ 4 ]	 L' 4•-PO xF1 x F3 +F2
V
	 i
Figure 3. APL Programs for Corrections, Arrival Angle Known.
APPENDr-,. 8
CORRECTION EQUATIONS f"01-1 AN EXPONFVTIAL
PROFILE, ELEVATION ANGLE KNOWN
H, p, and q are calculated as in Appendix 7.
I'	 q u 2 (1	 1	 1.482 q)-O	 31426
q uo
2	 )
2 v7r (1	 + 1.7 1 q) O ; 1
U
-, r (1	 + 1. 48 44 q) -o - 39144
1 1 1 q uo
0)/1,
q it	 q Ll
2	 (2	 0)-
3
2 z q uo/ 2 
q V 
2 
q 
U)]
U1 q)2 	 2
U 3
	
2q+6 2 
2
K	 q tjo) (1 + 1.6454 q)-O 583
W0 Uo +q--^qu.-K 
2	 1
	 2qu
W, 2	 1 q UO2 	 -)
wl 21 +4q
U - F (s i n E; p2 U 1 , p4 U 2 ; u° /p, ui/p2)
u' ^ - G (s i n F,; 3 p2 U 1 . 5 p4 U2" u 1 ;/p 2 .	 2 u2 /p3)
v f 1
	
u sin F -1 10- 6 No tj2	 (1	 K	 10-6 No u')
2
F.	 = 0.001 N
o
cos E (u ,- v r o ./R)	 inrad
W ° F ( s in e; p2 W 1 , p4 W2; wll ./p,	 w l /p2)
AR= 10-6 N H0 w-
2
r
10-6N
	
°
1	
cos 2 F	 1 - u sinE -^ 1 10-6 N	 u 2	 km
0^.
	
°H	 2
The corresponding A PL program is shown in Figure 4.
IDA
7	 Cx	 aT. n
L	 I u
L 4 j
L	 J + 1	 4 b
L u j D	 ,7	 1- U	 L
L 7 1 1: 1-'L 	 (I (o 1,	 J	 x	 1+1.71 ,,(	 Q	 1
L	 J J, ' ij 4- L,+ li	 1 +1	 4844	 U	 391 4 4 
L	 j
L 11 J L,,U	 7I	 +
1"' J CA L Y --7U-'A "L
L 13 J L! 1- T-,
14 j
L i s j
L 16 j L/ 4	 4
L 17 J U,,	 j.l
E 18 j
19 -UL, i 'l -j
j
L $'S',	 L	 I
L.,2 J :2'1	 L".	 1
1 23 J
24 P	 P	 A
L 2 5 j 4 R	 4
4 J,	 0	 + 1	 t, 4 5 4 xk0	 0.583
[27J F 0 -1, " 0	 U 0 x 1	 x I -	 x LJ* 0 x	 U' v U	 -0.5 x 	 X;.
L 28 J Fl	 x 1-0.	 5 x i, l x YO xJu
L 29 J 1"Pl-wis'l -0	 x 1+C, .	 5
L 3 U J F^'	 1, k7 7 -t	 4
J CA L - Z! L, A T E Z
3 2 1 1	 1
L 3 3 J LV	 P k' 7	 i L
3 4 Li3 -P,:;q)UA
L 3 ^ J j` 4 	 4
v
V L-% , j vL
L I J
2 C S F -	 0	 tJ	 o Q, 1
E 3 J U	 1 0, XL, +L I ^ ^ C^ ., ,T+	 2 +Z; .T P -7 + U3 +67 1	 F:+ '4
L 4 j U	 C,UP--	 -1	 +	 Fl	 I +2P2 i LIP3+f, T" l­ XUP4+' - T:T
[5 J PAJE'	 U x Zllt + 0. 5- I E	 Ej	 0 x Ll
r 63 DEE-0	 001	 1 +lF - L x:"'O x UP) xRO fl?p
I f.I F +11,"21	 +[-.'4
181 x 1?' !,, 0 x f;T x W+0	 '6 x 1F - 6 x ,` , * !!O x( iFH x .f?F) x (PO XCOLTXPARE	 ) *2
v
V CA L t,UL A 7	 vT
V CA JC^iLATF,^; J.
L2J G2-(GG24C;1)- G 1
L3J G 3 -
-
j 2 4 - 1 + L; I x 1; 0
G4-G3 x C3 x (;1 x l'J- 1 + G 2
Figure 4.	 APL Programs for Corrections, Elevation Angle Known
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APPENDIX 9
IMPROVED FIT
The correction equations given in Appendix 7 can easily be modified to give a
closer fit to ray-trace calculations. The method chosen was to modi4r the co-
efficients f29 f 3 , and f4 using a least squares adjustment that brought
F(^a; 1/2 9 3/4;	 2), (which is the approximation for I(a) where r 0) into
better agreement with its theoretical value \ , 7i e 2 erfc ,, . The factors by
which f 2 , f a , and f 4 are multiplied are 1.08885, 1.320903, and 1.21313 respec-
tively. The resulting corrections are shown in Table 3.
A 	 1:)
U IZA 0 J	 -1 11 - -j Li 7 U J	 vj	 -j
r.
.	 .	
.
	 •	 •	 .	 •	 .	 .	 .	 •	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
I_, Q	 (z)
ci 'J 'D l+' 1:3 J Izo	 C) k7i	 ti J I'D 1-j e;,	 rJ CJ ,:A
C	 Z	 l,4	 I _j	 r
	
Pl	 4 r4 _r	 .1
lr-1	 e,	 ul	 uA	 I	 i	 U-t	 A	 1	 t-	 ;A
Poll
J	 0 k:j Q :j zi	 Z) 0 174 ci 0	 (D
­j LO	 4 r.0	 l/	 1', 111	 J)
U) c a 14	 .0 -1) N tD	 D lV M f-, r- ul 60
kl-	 _r,
-4 	 ,1	 'A
U D	 ^^j 	o C) 0
C3 (D	 C) C-1	 cl L3
Cc*
Lr)	 Ii`	 f-
A	 4	 _4	 I'
F4
-4 i7 .4 ED
p
	
7, CD, p -D 'o p p
L4
.0 Iij . t	 I AL N 0 J	 t- ul -t cn
0 M vt- CA .1 0^ r- ^:^3 .T
,-1 C4	 A tiJ rD 4 1 t- x	 Lr)	 .1
C4
r- C-3	 Co In Ln	 1)	 -JI	 -4	 -u 0,
V4 Cj L11 C) ul 0 LO,	 I'll uI	 Ul Ol	 -1 fm t" 6o t -4	 "ll cn "I r4 ti.)
1C4	 4
14 E-
CC41 X =x.1 'n cl, 1,I) ul
ua	 1	 0	 1. CO ON N l,4
4.1	 4, en -') 0 m ! -4 0
43 LN1	 x ^l co -4 - z-- *z:
jr
 tQ	 4410 X 0 M N r-j r .. 0 0 rA -4	 4 !1 4	 il u) 10 0 11	 0	 0 0 C7 ',D O 10
rs Ict ("	 4.	 (A, l i	 .	 .	 . 7	 l t C7 0
lqc
11-4	 14•	 X	 X	 X	 X
ts.,	 (71 1	 D sN
C J 44	 441 t11 441 Li r-41
C) CIA 4l 1 :141 W 441 4A LO
> (n M C, M M M M	 10 ln	 M 1.7
l i	 -4 4-f N H N H l,-1 ,A M ­4 W ­4 l,­4 N N W ♦ 	 r4 v4
(n (n 1)	 cn M M en M (n , 1) ("1 11) M 'n (n M M
4	 n	 ul	 r.- 0
-j 6.j u "i u -j
zr.
4
li
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